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Abstract
Designing a reliable reading test has been proven very difficult and following test design steps is time-consuming; however, it is very significant both for teachers and test centers. Therefore, this research was aimed at proposing an alternative, time-saving method of designing a reading test to measure EFL student proficiency. The method proposed was to use a standardized test as a template both for texts and question types. To prove that this method was effective, a reading test was designed by using the method and tested for its reliability level, and compared to the reliability of reading test in PBT TOEFL. The results suggested that the test was highly reliable (85%), very close to the reliability level of the PBT TOEFL designed by ETS (86%). In addition, the scores obtained were significantly correlated with the scores achieved in an ETS-designed test (91%). Therefore, it is recommended that test makers follow the procedure of designing a reading test by using standardized test such as PBT TOEFL as the template in developing a reliable test, thus reliability test and revision process can both be bypassed.
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INTRODUCTION
Information on English proficiency level is continuously required by universities, scholarship providers, and other stakeholders in recruiting (Nurhayati & Gir, 2014, p. 153). English proficiency level is commonly obtained through an English language test. One of the most widely-known standardized English language tests is TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) (Chen, 2016, p. 65). However, the test is cost-prohibitive, and thus TOEFL-like-test was conducted by government learning institutions, as well as private institutions, such as universities. In Indonesia, TOEFL-like-tests are very popular since many universities require the score both for registration (Nurhayati & Gir, 2014, p. 135; Sugeng, Saleh & Suharto, 2012, pp. 191–192) and graduation (Marzuki, 2008, p. 95; Sabarun, 2012; Salam, Fergina & Suparjan, 2012, p. 15).

TOEFL test materials are designed, and can only be used with paid permission from ETS. TOEFL-like test materials used by other institutions are test samples from TOEFL books (Mufidah, 2014, p. 80; Palandi & Pudyastuti, 2011). Using these materials for tests has some significant drawbacks. First, the level of these tests have been found to be inconsistent with that of tests provided by the ETS (Hilke & Wadden, 1997). As such, scores obtained by the students in this test may not accurately represent the students’ level of TOEFL-based English proficiency. Second, since the books are sold to the public, there is a chance that the students taking the TOEFL-like test have encountered the book from which the test was taken. Finally, the books do not provide information regarding the
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procedure of test design or level of reliability; thus the score obtained by the test takers is unreliable. Therefore, some institutions decided to make their own TOEFL-like test. However, making a test involves time-consuming processes (Bachman & Palmer, 1996, p. 165), especially in piloting and revising (Catelly, 2014, p. 395). Consequently, alternative and faster test design procedure is essential for TOEFL-like test centers.

This research was aimed at proposing an alternative procedure of designing TOEFL test material. Designing Structure and Written Expression test section has been proposed by Mustafa (2015); therefore, this paper focused on designing a reliable, standardized level, reading test material.

METHODS

This section describes procedures for test design, delivery and analysis.

Test Developer Requirements

Before beginning test design, it is essential to define eligible test developer for this purpose. There are very few discussions on what it takes to be a language test developer who writes a language test. However, it can be assumed that a test developer should have detail knowledge on language testing (Bachman & Palmer, 1996, p. 158). In addition, a language test should know the language for which the test is made. In the case that the test developer is a non-native speaker of the language, it is safe to suggest that the highest level of language proficiency is required. In Common European Frame of Reference (CEFR), the highest level is termed as proficient user (C levels) (Council of Europe, 2001, p. 24), which can be converted into the minimum TOEFL ITP score of 627, 64 for listening and structure sections, and 63 for reading section (Tannenbaum & Baron, 2011). Since the test materials designed for this research were reading tests, the writers who developed the tests have thus reached the proficient user level in reading comprehension based on their TOEFL scores.

Procedures of Designing a Reliable Reading Test

Designing a test involves several steps proposed by many experts in language testing, as presented in Table 1 (Brown, 2004). The alternative method of designing a test we propose in this paper is based on a work by Mustafa (2015). This method purposes to use existing standardized test materials as a template in order to bypass some time-consuming steps, as presented Proposed Steps, Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Steps suggested by Brown (Brown, 2004)</th>
<th>Proposed steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Deciding “the purpose and objective of the test”</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Deciding what needs to be tested in reading and how the test will look like</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Selecting and editing texts</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Writing test items</td>
<td>√*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Writing test options (answers and distractors)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Piloting</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Reviewing and revising</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*prioritized step

In designing a reading test, the purpose of the test has been previously determined, thus the first step can be skipped. What needs to be tested and how the test will look will also have been provided by the template, enabling a test developer to eliminate this time-consuming process, which Brown (2004) claimed as the most difficult process in test development.

The first step in developing a reading test from an existing standardized reading test is selecting the template test. In this case, a reading section from the TOEFL was chosen the template. Hilke and Wadden (1997, p. 38) suggest that the reading test should match the template in terms of question types and their frequency, and topic areas of the texts. In addition, Hilke and Wadden (1997, p. 43) added that text length and difficulty should also be considered.
Text Selection

As suggested by Hilke and Wadden (1997), the subject areas, text length, and difficulty level of all texts should match those in the TOEFL. Matching the topic areas and the lengths should be an easy process. The text selected should be understood by general readers without specific knowledge on the topic, and it should not be culturally-offensive or sensitive, such as text involving natural disasters, death, or other tragedies (ETS, 2009, pp. 12–15). It is advisable to choose texts from magazines such as National Geographic since it is intended for general readers. The text length recommended for reading section in the TOEFL is between 300 and 400 words (Cohen & Upton, 2007, p. 213). In case the text is too lengthy, some phrases or sentences which do not contribute to making the text more comprehensible may be deleted. Difficulty level is determined as a function of vocabulary and syntactic coverage (Akbari, 2014, p. 125; Heilman, Collins-Thompson, Callan, & Eskenazi, 2007, p. 465; Miltsakaki & Troutt, 2008, p. 96; Zhang, 2012, p. 572). To analyze those coverages, ETS has designed a tool called TextEvaluator formerly known as SourceRater, which is accessible to the public at https://texteval-pilot.ets.org/TextEvaluator/ (Sheehan, et al., 2010, p. 35). This tool uses corpora, which has been claimed accurate (Cobb & Horst, 2004, p. 15), for vocabulary complexity analysis. The syntactic coverage was analyzed based on “the average number of clauses per sentence, the average number of words per sentence, and the average frequency of prepositions” (Sheehan, et al., 2010, p. 18). The texts selected for test design in this research were adjusted to the difficulty level of the template texts. When the vocabulary complexity was higher or lower than the templates, some vocabulary was modified and reanalyzed.

Question Types and Frequency

The purpose of a reading test is to assess test takers’ skills to answer comprehension questions, such as questions about main ideas (Leopold & Leutner, 2012, p. 20), positive and negative factual questions, implied detail questions, and questions on vocabulary (Lee, 2002, p. 153). Consistent with this, the reading section in the TOEFL test contains questions in the area of main ideas, stated and implied details, and vocabulary meaning (Phillips, 2001, p. 359). An analysis of question type frequency in a randomly selected PBT TOEFL test reveals the frequency of question types as presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Question types</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Main idea</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Stated detail</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Unstated detail</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Inference</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Locating information</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As each question type exhibits different difficulty levels and question type distribution is not uniform, the question types of each text should be adjusted to maintain consistency with the template. According to Cohen and Upton (2007, p. 237), using background knowledge is a common test-taking strategy. As such, questions should also be designed so as not to be answerable based on test taker’s background knowledge.

Options (Correct Answer and Distractors)

Writing options for a multiple-choice test is very challenging and involves careful analyses of text contents. The right answers should be a paraphrased version of the words or phrases in the text. Test developer should avoid “unintentional clues” such as morphosyntax or phonology (Brown, 1996, p. 55). Writing the incorrect options called distractors, is very difficult and requires test developers’ careful attention (Nation & Beglar, 2007, p. 12). Distractors are meant to pull test takers away from selecting the right answer when they do not know the answer (Brown, 1996, pp. 54–55). The following is the summary of distractor requirements:

- They should not be apparent to the test takers because the test taker will be able to correctly guess the answer by eliminating the distractors (Cohen, 2012, p. 264).
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- No two distractors are a paraphrase of each other because they will be known wrong to test takers (Allan, 1992, pp. 102–103).

  To achieve those requirements, the distractor should be verbatim or paraphrased information in the text which can be found close to where the correct answer is located. The distractors might contain untrue information and information which is not actually given in the text.

**Proof of Reliability**

After designing a reading test, for the purpose of this research only, a reliability test was conducted to prove that the test designed by following the procedures presented above is reliable and matches the difficulty level of the template. The test was piloted for two purposes, reliability test and score comparison analysis. For test reliability, the writers employed test-retest reliability analysis by using the Pearson’s Product-Moment Coefficient of Correlation (r) suggested by Best and Kahn (2006, p. 384). The interval between tests was two weeks, with the consideration that the participants, who were selected by using convenient sampling technique, had forgotten their previous answers and, in case they studied, their proficiency would not have upgraded to the level that it would change their scores. 47 participants sat in these tests. Meanwhile, for score comparison analysis, the participants were retested with the template and their scores were compared to what they obtained in the designed tests. 20 participants sat in this third test. This score comparison analysis is required to show that the difficulty level of the designed test matches that of the template.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

For the purpose of reliability analysis, the results of two tests in percentage are presented in the following Table 3. X in Table 3 represents the total score of all participants in the first test and Y the total score in the second test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1175</td>
<td>1192</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To calculate the reliability level, the data in the table were inserted into the Pearson’s Product-Moment Coefficient of Correlation formula, as presented in the following.

\[
r_{xy} = \frac{\sum(X - \bar{X})(Y - \bar{Y})}{\sqrt{\sum(X - \bar{X})^2 \sum(Y - \bar{Y})^2}} = \frac{239}{\sqrt{300 \times 285}} = .85
\]

The calculation resulted in a reliability level of 85%, which suggests that the test design by using a template is highly reliable and thus eligible for use as a standardized test (Frisbie, 1988, p. 29). Compared to the reliability level of the template, i.e. 86% (Wainer & Lukhele, 1997, p. 10), the designed test reliability level is extremely close. However, will a test taker who sits in real TOEFL ITP and this “TOEFL Imitator” obtain similar score? To answer this question, the correlation (r) between the scores obtained when using the designed test (X) and those when using the template (Y) was calculated using Pearson’s Product-Moment Coefficient of Correlation formula.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>286</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlation was calculated by using Pearson’s Product-Moment Coefficient of Correlation formula.

\[
r_{xy} = \frac{\sum(X - \bar{X})(Y - \bar{Y})}{\sqrt{\sum(X - \bar{X})^2 \sum(Y - \bar{Y})^2}} = \frac{360}{\sqrt{286 \times 648}} = .91
\]
The result above confirmed that the scores obtained were very significantly correlated (91%). Therefore, either taking the test designed by using a standardized test as a template or using the template itself, a test taker will get the same score.

CONCLUSION

This paper proposed an alternative, time-efficient procedure of designing a standardized reading test by using an existing standardized test as the template. The procedure proposed includes selecting texts which have similar difficulty with the template, writing questions and answer-options. Other time-consuming processes such as determining construct, piloting, reviewing and revising the test can be bypassed. A test designed by using this alternative procedure was piloted and yielded the reliability level of 85%, which is very high and meets the requirement of a standardized test. In addition, the scores the test takers obtained were highly correlated with their scores when tested with the template test, i.e. 91%. Therefore, to save time and human-resources, it is recommended that a reading test be designed by using a template and following the alternative procedure proposed in this paper to obtain a reliable test.
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